THURSDAY, MAY 13TH
- Women on the Bimah: Opening lecture: Rabbi Daniela Thau - Opening discussion with speakers and special guests
- Lectures: History of Women in the Rabbinate, Rabbi Sybil Sheridan
- Experiences of the first woman in the Rabbinate after the Shoah in Germany, Rabbi Bea Wyler

FRIDAY, MAY 14TH
- Shacharit Service
- Rabbi Katalin Kelemen & Katka Novotna
- Lecture: The Concept of The Voluntary Jew, Dr. Diana Pinto
- Religious Communities in Eastern and Western Europe: Discussion with Hadass Golanudsky, Rabbi Katalin Kelemen, Dr. Susanna Keval, Rabbi Nelly Kogan, Cantor Pamela Rothmann-Sawyer
- Workshops: The Status of Women in Community Life, Ritual Functions and the Rabbinate - Discrepancy between Equal Rights and Their Implementation, Rabbi Sybil Sheridan, Rabbi Sylvia Rothchild
- Jewish Education in Eastern Europe: Rabbi Jane Kanarek, Rabbi Nelly Kogan
- Exegesis and Freedom - Female Points of View on Rabbinical Literature, Prof. Dr. Eveline Goodman-Thau
- On Being a Lesbian Rabbi, Rabbi Elizabeth Tikkah Sarah: Contemporary Reading of Midrashic Literature, Freema Gottlieb: Between Tradition and Trauma - Jewish Women of the Second and Third Generation in Germany, Dr. Susanna Keval
- Leining - Theory and Practice, Cantor Pamela Rothmann-Sawyer
- Preparation for Shabbat
- In the footsteps of Regina Jonas - History of Emancipation of Jewish Women in Berlin, Walking tour with Iris Weiss
- Kabbalat Shabbat, Cantor Pamela Rothmann-Sawyer & Rabbi Nelly Kogan

SATURDAY, MAY 15TH
- Shabbat Service: British Style
- Rabbi Sylvia Rothchild, Rabbi Elizabeth Tikkah Sarah, Rabbi Sybil Sheridan, Rabbi Daniela Thau
- Study and Relaxation - Shira'im
- The Parasha through Feminist Eyes, Rabbi Elizabeth Tikkah Sarah: Rosh Chodesh Ceremonies, Jacqueline Rothchild - New Concepts of God in Liturgy: Prof. Dr. Judith Frishman - New Rituals - Menopause, Dying, etc., Rabbi Sylvia Rothchild - Shabbat on Shabbat - Alternative Sanctifications of Shabbat, Rabbi Daniela Thau - A Week before Shavuot - Ruth in the Midrash, Freema Gottlieb: Which Experiences Can the Older Generation Pass to the Younger One?
- Historical Discussion with Hanna Hochmann, Dr. Ilse Perlm, Shoshana Ronen: Leining - Theory and Practice, Cantor Pamela Rothmann-Sawyer
- Lectures: Study and Prayer: the Pillars of Jewish Tradition - Concept of a Jewish Culture Critique, Prof. Dr. Eveline Goodman-Thau - Reconstructing a Useable Pass, Prof. Dr. Judith Frishman
- Dinner and a Music Programme, Chasanut and Jewish Songs, Avital Gerster (Soprano) and Chowa Gerster (Piano), Sarah Siegmund (Songs), Jessica Jacoby (Belly Dancing)
- Havdalah and Rosh Chodesh Miriam Rosengarten & Hannah Zinn

SUNDAY, MAY 16TH
- Rosh Chodesh Service
- Rabbi Jane Kanarek & Rabbi Bea Wyler
- Panel Discussion: BET DEBORA - Summary and Perspectives
- Concert: Chasanut - Songs of the Synagogue, Cantor Mimi Sheffer

SPEAKERS AND ORGANISERS
- Lara Dammig (initiator, Bet Deborah)
- Prof. Dr. Judith Frishman (Universities Leiden and Utrecht)
- Avital Gerster (Cantorial Soprano, Synagogue Oranienburger Strasse, Berlin)
- Hadass Golanudsky (Progressive Jewish Community, Or Chadasch, Vienna)
- Prof. Dr. Eveline Goodman-Thau (Universities Halle and Iserlohn)
- Freema Gottlieb (Author, New York)
- Dr. Daniel Monika Herweg (initiator, Bet Deborah)
- Hanna Hochmann (Petach Tikva, former member of the "Liberal Synagogue Nordend"
- Jessica Jacoby (Author, Berlin)
- Ricka Joass (Equality Minyan, Berlin)
- Rabbi Jane Kanarek (University Moscow)
- Rabbi Katalin Kelemen (Jewish Community Sima Salon, Budapest)
- Dr. Susanna Keval (Equality Minyan, Frankfurt/M.)
- Elisa Klapheck (Initiator, Bet Deborah)
- Rabbi Nelly Kogan (Community for Progressive Judaism Simcha)
- Rabbi Shoshana Ronen (Tel Aviv, former student of the "Hochschule für die Wissenschaft des Judentums")
- Dr. Diana Pinto (Consultant of the European Council, Paris)
- Shoshana Ronen (Tel Aviv, former student of the "Hochschule für die Wissenschaft des Judentums")
- Miriam Rosengarten (Synagogue Oranienburger Strasse, Berlin)
- Cantor Pamela Rothmann-Sawyer (Temple Israel, Alameda, California)
- Jacqueline Rothchild (Rebbetzin, Berlin)
- Rabbi Sylvia Rothchild (Jewish Community, Orington)
- Rabbi Elizabeth Tikkah Sarah (Lea Beck College, London)
- Cantor Mimi Sheffer (Berlin)
- Rabbi Sybil Sheridan (Lea Beck College, London)
- Sarah Siegmund (Singer, Berlin)
- Rabbi Daniela Thau (Bedford)
- Iris Weiss (Historian for Local History, Berlin)
- Rabbi Bea Wyler (Jewish Community, Oldenburg)

BET DEBORA BERLIN was supported by many voluntary helpers. We are grateful to all of them, especially to: Roswitha Baumeser, Hartmut Bornhoft, Judith Kessler, Eva Nickel and Anna Rubin. Special thanks to: American Embassy, Axel Springer Stiftung, Bundesministerium für Familie, Senioren, Frauen & Jugend, Coca Cola, Norma Dime, Egalitäres Minyan Berlin, Sylva Franke, Frauen Computer Zentrum, Nicola Galliner, Geteher für Diatropakultur, Jüdische Gemeinde & Jüdische Volkshochschule zu Berlin, Bernhard Lerner, Carol & Joel Levy, Dr. Andreas Nachama, Gaby Nonhoff, Albert Meyer, Restaurant Am Wasserturn, Restaurant Anderen, Ronald S. Lauer Foundation, Salomon Bagels, Förderprogramm Frauenforschung des Berliner Senats, Synagoge Oranienburger Strasse, Susanne Thaler, Zentralwohlfahrtsstelle (ZWST).